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Ndiseguye Aloysia & Gatesi Charlotte 

SFH0108 

 

Thank you, my name is Gatesi Charlotte, I am coming from the private college of 
APEBU and I am in senior six. I came with our leader who is our disciplinary teacher, in 
many questions I had, I selected one, so that we may have a discussion, she explains 
to me so that I may understand more. 
 
Thank you, my name is Ndiseguye Aloysia, I am the one concerned with the 
discipline of students in the private college of Papebu.  
 
Gatesi: Old people have a saying which they usually say, condemning the way youth 
behave, especially youth in schools, saying “Today’s generation!”, The first question, as 
a parent who is concerned with discipline, and who has been in teaching for a long 
time, do you think that is the right saying? 
 
Aloysia: Maybe, I cannot say it is right or not right but it is there, those behaviors are 
there. If you compare these days and the past days, on youth, many things have 
changed in youth behaviors which causes people to say current generation behave this 
way and for us we never saw it. Maybe they say it in a bad way, but I cannot deny that 
there are some behaviors which the current generations have which we didn’t see 
during our generation and to us, we see they are not good, they need to be changed. 
 
Gatesi: Also us as youth, when we examine ourselves, we see that we are not in the 
right way of behaving, where do you think is the origin of bad behaving of youth? From 
children, from parents, from teacher or from the rules they abide with? How do you see 
it? 
 
Aloysia: Yeah, there are many things, I cannot even confirm that all children behave 
badly, bad behaving of children mostly originates from history, where the child comes 
from, the good examples he saw, either from the parent, from teacher or from his 
fellow children. About the rules, I think there is no rule which allows the child to behave 
badly, there is none, maybe if there are some people who does not help those children 
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to abide by them well, but the rules I think are necessary, they can help children to 
behave well. 
 
Gatesi: Yeah, like young girls, we wish to know how we should behave, so that we 
may be able to reach on your standard without meeting bad behaviors. What advice 
can you give us, apart from completing our education, we need to marry and have our 
own families. 
 
Aloysia: The advice I can give young girls, is to abide by the rules, they should listen 
to the advices they are given, and they should remember that they are the ones most 
affected by their bad behaviors. To learn how to listen, to respect and to ask for 
advises, it is very good. If you are advised, you should not feel that they hate you, you 
should feel that you are lucky. 
 
Facilitator: Thank you, I wish to assist the child a bit, if you listen about this 
discussion, it is concerned with child behaviors, I think Gatesi is not asking about 
herself as a girl, but she is asking on behalf of others because this discussion will help 
others. So, I want you to be free, you enlarge your discussion, give her enough advises 
and feel that you are helping other youths, but one thing I wanted to assist, the 
question of child behaviors, it is true the saying of “current generation”, it is said, but 
was that saying there during your generation? Was that word of ‘current generation” 
said? In past days of your generation, it was long time, what did they mean by saying 
that word? Were they saying it as it is said today, where are they different?, so that the 
child may get advises of how you behaved both at school and at home, so that she may 
compare it with how they are talked about presently. 
 
Aloysia: Thank you, it is true, every generation has current generation, if you 
compare, as development comes, it seems it comes with bad things, if you compare in 
past with how we were, there are some strange things that we didn’t see. If you see 
the development of night clubs, the way of dressing, the way children behave in front 
of adults, it is decreasing to the worst compared to how we were. If I take an example 
of myself who is concerned with student’s discipline, when you send a child to bring his 
parent, he doesn’t feel bothered, there are very few who feel bothered. When you send 
him for a parent, he doesn’t seem to have any problem, he goes, he brings the parent, 
he explains himself, it ends from there. But during our schooling, when they sent you to 
bring a parent, you felt it was your end, you feared of what you will explain at home, 
even some feared to go home, they could go to look for someone else who can stand 
for them because telling a parent who sent you to school that I didn’t do what you sent 
me for and they have called you; presently, it is normal but before it was a big problem. 
If I come back and understand the current youth, parents were engaged in many 
things, if a parent comes from home in the morning and in the evening she goes to 
study, one year passes, two years passes, the child loses many things, on that point 
also it causes the behaviors of children because there is less guidance of parents even 
losing it completely in front of children and if that child happens to be a teacher, you 
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will be asking him to give out what he didn’t get. You will be asking him to give what he 
doesn’t have which is also reducing the good behaviors of youth which causes the other 
saying of current generation to be said a lot, there is no generation which has no 
current generation. But even us when we see how the youth are behaving presently 
and compare it with how we used to behave, you find that bad behaviors are too much. 
 
Gatesi: As someone concerned with discipline and being the past generation, I want to 
ask you to tell us the secret the girls of your generation were using to live without 
having pregnancies, not dropping from schools, not having early marriages and how 
you concentrated on studies and reached far. 
 
Aloysia: Yeah, thank you, there is no any other secret, it is just respecting, in past 
they told us not to go astray, you respected it, you don’t move anyhow, they tell you to 
do domestic work, they tell you to wake up in the morning and sweep, do cleaning, 
wash dishes, mop, cook, care about your siblings, take care of the visitors coming 
home, actually nothing should miss at home while you are available. Then you respect 
that. When you reach at school, you find there are regulations which indicate that this 
time is to do this and this, that time is to do this and that, it is forbidden to go here and 
there, it is not allowed to go out without permission, you get that as a rule, you don’t 
do contrary to it, you accept it, you feel that parents and teachers who gave you that 
program is the one they selected for you, it is not bad and it will not bring you bad 
effects. We also protected ourselves from tempting boys and men, if someone came 
and start talking to you, telling you things which are not in your program, you deny it 
for him, you don’t listen to him, you even tell teachers the problem you met, you ask 
advises from teachers, you ask advises from parents and tell them; I met someone who 
told me this way, what is it? How will I deal with it, then she helps you, or any other 
elder person, your elder sister, you ask her for an advise and you follow it, you don’t 
keep it for yourself or tell your age mates who are like you, who cannot help you, you 
could talk to a person who could help you. You could ask her for an advice and we 
could read books which advises youths, we liked to attend discussions which advises 
youths, without putting in consideration bad things that miss-lead youths, like bad films, 
bad books with naked people, people lying each other, we prohibited ourselves from 
them, we also prohibited ourselves from discussions which were not constructive, which 
could take us astray, we protected ourselves from them. Those are the things that 
assisted us from bad behaviors and we first of all valued our studies. If the time of 
studies reaches, you concentrate on studies, whatever you do, you do it to win the 
studies and go home with a good report and show the parent a good achievement and 
that was the only objective one could have. That’s how we went through it and later 
you find there was no regret, you find there is nowhere it destroyed you instead it built 
you. 
 
Gatesi: Yeah 
 
Facilitator: There is what you said concerning the way of dressing, if you see how the 
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youths of present dress, maybe like you who is concerned with discipline, if you see in 
different schools and outside, and compare the dressing of young girls and boys 
presently and at your time, how do you see dressing as a bad result of present 
children’s behaviors whom you lead? 
 
Aloysia: Dressing also has an impact on behaviors, if one wears a dress which shows 
how she shaped, it is not good on children with different sexes, if one sees the 
nakedness of the other it can pull him to bad behaviors, so it is not good, very short 
clothes, dresses which have long slits, wearing trousers at the bottom, those are not 
good things, they don’t build their fellows instead it can pull them to bad behaviors, 
apart from their fellows, even in adult people outside, they talk about it, and it can be a 
sauce of tempting them. When you are not dressed well, it can show that you don’t 
have a strong heart of defending yourself and people may not fear you. Dressing is 
something important which can show you that a person has strong brain or is weak in 
her brain. 
 
Facilitator: You will forgive me because I involved myself a lot in the discussion, but I 
want the child to get that chance and understand, in past, during your schooling, you 
were studying in girl’s schools and boys could study in boy’s schools, in accordance with 
behavior, why adults say “the current generation”, can’t it be caused by mixing children 
what they call mixed schools in foreign languages, where boys study together with girls, 
does studying together have a bad impact of their behaviors, I want you have a 
comment on it, if she has the same question with mine. 
 
Aloysia: Thank you, studying together boys and girls, I think it is something very good 
because children of different sexes work hand in hand, it depends on how teachers 
handle it, how they help them to live together helping each other instead of destroying 
one another, because they know each other, they also study from each other, there are 
some which girls study from boys and there are some which boys study from girls. I 
think studying together is something good, even where there are still girl’s schools, if it 
was possible, they could mix them with boys and where there are boy’s schools, could 
mix them with girls. It is very good. When parents, teachers get a decision of helping 
them to live together, instead of accepting them to have the other bad relationships, 
which leads them in bad behaviors, instead they help each other, discuss together, they 
finally work hand in hand, when they are raised well and given a clear program, they 
help each other. 
 
Gatesi: Thank you, when you talk to children outside, our age mates, they feel that a 
parent’s guidance is against the child’s right, can you tell us something about that? 
 
Aloysie: Even from the past, maybe if the guidance is bad, and doesn’t not guide, 
otherwise in raising a child, guidance is necessary to straighten a child. Guidance is 
necessary, maybe when it is bad and it stops you from being free, stops you from 
telling your problems, a guidance that stops you from studying well, a guidance that 
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stops you from socializing and discussing with your fellows, when the guidance is too 
much, it becomes bad and when there is no guidance, it is bad, so, it needs to do it 
slowly, depending on how children behave, then you guide them slowly until they 
complete school and go to guide others. 
 
Gatesi : In past, that girls feared to study and reach in upper education, a girl who was 
educated, was feared by boys, what caused that? 
 
Aloysie: That was something in history, that’s how they were raised, that’s how they 
were taught, but in actual sense, I think you can also see it, it changed, instead boys 
run after the girl who is highly educated. In past, they used to say educated girls are 
trouble makers, they want to be like men, she want to lead men, so in history and past 
understanding, they could be against the right of girl’s education and understanding. To 
me when one is educated, she is more respectful, cleverer and more considerate. It is 
no longer like that, it is not the way how people suspected it to be. May be there were 
some who could feel superior when they were educated due to their nature, and feel to 
step on other people’s rights but it is not true because a girl, a woman or a man, should 
work together, when one of them is educated, one starts from the right, another one 
from the left, from one side to another and they bring everything together and build 
each other. For me I think a girl’s education has no problem, it was due to past beliefs, 
which wanted to keep girls down, to be in the house, those who could not go out or 
talk, I think people are now beyond that because they realized that a girl can study and 
become resourceful, and due to education she becomes more respectful and 
considerate. 
 
Gatesi: Thank you for sharing the discussions, I thank you, you have managed to give 
me enough explanations, I ask you for some advice which I can follow or give my fellow 
mates whom we share conversations, but before advising me, I first thank you, having 
brought you as a parent whom I feel free with and having explained to me everything, I 
have understood, I ask you for some advice in accordance with the discussion we had. 
 
Facilitator: Before advice, I thank you, before advice, I wish to ask two questions to 
the disciplinary, the parent of Charlotte, you came with. Currently, if you see presently, 
Rwanda has a problem of youth behaviors in adults, whereby people are talking very 
much about sugar daddies and sugar mummies, which we think that epidemic is also in 
schools, I want you tell us whether you also see it in your schools, and if you don’t see 
it, you listen to it at the radio, you can tell us what you comment about it, then another 
question which I will ask you, to try to help the child to understand, because we want 
to help children to change from bad behaviors to good behaviors. You said in past, girls 
were not studying because the one who was educated, they could take her as trouble 
maker or the one who is going to replace men, which discouraged parents to take their 
child girls into schools, more especially, when we go into the Rwandan culture, some 
had a saying which says that; No chicken crocks when there is a cock”. Which shows 
that female sexes were considered to be low and presently, there is gender, I want you 
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comment on that too, tell the child how to grow up knowing about gender, if it has 
something to do with behavior, to grow up aiming to develop herself, together with her 
fellow mates when they are together, to know how to fight for their rights. 
 
Aloysie: Thank you, if I start from that one of sugar mummies and sugar daddies, it is 
true, it is there, it is talked about, it is seen, it is known. All that is development which 
comes with bad behaviors in people, instead of mature people helping young children to 
grow, and if possible becomes more developed than him, instead, they prefer to draw 
her backward or kill her because it is like killing. Imagine an old man who sees a young 
child who could be his grand child and takes her in bad behaviors, it is shameful. It is 
killing that child, killing her alive because a child who has sex with an old man who is 
older than her 50 or 60 years, using money, it means he has not left her with anything. 
Even the woman who does that, deceiving young boys, is something bad because they 
use wealthy, using money and drugs, to deceive children, it is bad behaviors which 
should be fought using all possible strength. Here at our school, if it is there, we don’t 
see it, we sensitize children about it, we teach them about it and show them its bad 
effects, we show them that even if someone gives you a lot of wealthy and destroys 
your life, it means that he has killed you. That is something we always talk about, they 
are the things they should protect themselves against and should know how to protect 
themselves. They should have intelligence of knowing who advices them correctly and 
fight against the ones who deceive them, and if possible they use mature people to 
support them to fight against those people. About gender, equality of boys and girls is 
something very good. It is also the respect of human rights, to know that women are 
also people who should be respected and they are also resourceful, it is something clear 
to everyone, even in developed countries, where you find a women becomes a 
President or Prime Minister and she works well as a man, and at times they perform 
better, even at home it is recognized, where a man and a woman goes to work and 
contribute together for the family. It is not necessary that a woman stays home 
without going out, even the family loses. There is some development that a family does 
not reach on, but when both of them go to work to support the family, the family 
develops. I also accept that a man is the head of the family because in normal life, 
there should be a leader who I can call responsible in foreign language. He should be 
respected as it is God’s law, a man should be respected by the family. But a woman 
should also be recognized and allowed to contribute to the family, become resourceful 
and develop the family. There is no problem a woman to work and contribute to the 
family. They should understand each other, respect each other, advise each other, and 
consider together whether they will manage such project or leave it, what program can 
we give our children, how shall we do this and that, everyone should bring his/her idea 
then they get a decision together. It is something very good. 
 
Gatesi: Thank you for the ideas you have given us, we have understood more, after 
those ideas, as our parent concerned with our discipline at school, we ask you for 
advice, as I had said before, we want to reach at your stage, we ask for advice to be 
able to step in your foot as young girls. 
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Aloysia: That is really true and that is what I wish for you, and I wish you become 
more successful than me, because when I see how things are presently, you should be 
more successful than me. Stick on studies, concentrate on them, ask for advises from 
your elders, whoever you think can advise you rightly, be close to him, if you are still 
lucky having a parent, be close to her, don’t tell her, you are old, you don’t know 
modern world, you are not educated, you don’t watch television, you don’t watch 
internet and feel that elders are not helpful to you instead be close to mature people, 
ask them for advises, tell them; I want to take this decision, do you think it is the right 
time?, do you think I should take a decision of this type?, learn how to listen, to respect 
and concentrate on studies, aim to study up to higher education, don’t say, if I 
complete A’ level, I will stop there and get married, no, present men want educated 
girls who are clever and intelligent and what I know, when you are educated, you get 
any man of your choice, you can make your own selection, the one who has the 
qualities you want, don’t allow him to come and tell you that he wants you, why?, you 
should also have a right to choose, don’t allow him just because he is a man and say I 
have got a husband, see whether you will stay together, whether he can work, will you 
understand each other, did you get advice from mature people, did you tell them to 
observe mostly his character ? Know his character, if he is someone who likes to work, 
who is vigilant, you should consider that. Accept to advise each other, accept to be 
advised and aim at being intelligent and be vigilant, give yourself a vision of ten years, 
how intelligent will you be, which Diploma will you be holding? Where will you be, do 
you have your own vision? You should aim at those things. Another advice I can give 
you; is to pray. Pray to God for all your programs, when you are still young, God 
answers all your prayers, humble yourself in prayers, pray and say God help me in 
different things, God help me to reach on this goal. Have program in your dairy life, be 
close to old people, teachers, parents, learn how to listen to them ask them advices and 
when they advise you, learn how to listen to them and respect them. 
 
Gatesi: There is a problem which youth meet, in past, when we hear about history, 
they say; there were no sugar Daddies and sugar Mammies and that’s why all the 
parents who could advise you, you could listen to them, but the present youth, we have 
problems, the one who could advise you, is the one who leads you to bad things, then 
you have a problem of that sugar daddy or sugar mammy, where you find someone 
kept problems by herself, and people say; she doesn’t ask advised from old people, 
because of that problem, the one who could advise you, is the one who takes you in 
bad behavior, how can we handle that? 
 
Aloysie: From there, youths must be vigilant, although, there are sugar mammies and 
sugar daddies but it is not general, not all people are wrong, you cannot fail to get one, 
two or three people from the people you know; in your teachers, in the relatives of your 
parents, in neighbors, you can’t fail to get a honest person, you can be vigilant or ask 
an advise from your fellows, and ask them if they know a honest person who can 
advise you. Not all people are wrong, you can’t fail to get someone to advise you, not 
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everybody is sugar mammy and sugar daddy, it is not all of them, but you need to be 
vigilant. 
 
Gatesi: Thank you for the advices you have given me; we hope you will always be near 
in the problems we will be having, we will be looking for you to advise us. 
 
Aloysie: Thank you, I am always grateful to advice youths, it pleases me when children 

develop, and I love it. 


